
Your AHA membership includes
unlimited access to more than 10
courses with over 100 projects.  This
self directed membership is designed
to be enjoyed at your own pace as you
explore acrylic, watercolor and gel
plate printing.
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What’s included in your membership?

Thick Acrylic: Working with Gels, Mediums and Palette Knives

Learn how to paint with thick, textured paint!  Josie teaches you how to use
mediums to extend the paint and get that textured look on a budget! (Ala
carte: $60)

Hip Gel: Gel Plate MonoPrinting

The gel plate craze is just getting going!  Get a reusable gel plate and watch
Josie’s course so you can use acrylic paint to make so many amazing designs!
(Ala carte $60)

Mix Master: A color mixing companion with watercolor

Tame the wild hue!  Master the elusive spectrum!  Join Josie on a color
intensive.  When you complete this 20 project class, you will be able to mix
the exact color you want, every time. (Ala carte $75)

Watercolor for rebels

Josie‘s flagship course, Watercolor for Rebels includes 12 beautiful,
approachable projects that will have you painting with watercolor like a pro in
no time.  (Ala carte $50)

Modern Abstract Watercolor

Modernism is an aesthetic with dynamic shapes, bold colors, and a pleasing
exploration of medium.  Find out how to paint with watercolors like your
grandma never did!  (Ala carte $35)

Painting Pattern Pack

Download some incredible patterns to print at home, and then paint along
with Josie has you explore 14 different projects with watercolor geometry,
mandalas, and repeating motifs. (Ala carte $35)

JOIN AHA

http://www.josielewis.com/aha
http://www.josielewis.com/aha


Besides the art tutorial courses, you
will have access to some inspiring
mini-courses designed to help you to
understand your creative process.  
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What’s included in your membership?

Acrylic Essentials: THe tools, styles, and color Mixing you need to

know

Josie covers the history of acrylic paint (in a really fun way, don’t worry),
explains the difference between watercolor, oil and acrylic, and gives you
alllllll the info you’ll need next time you’re shopping for acrylic at the art
supply store!

Color 101: How to find your personal color palette

This presentation is a replay of a live event where Josie covers the fun steps
to discover the personal color palette that is unique to you.  Everyone has
one, we promise! 

Your Studio Practice

In this 5 lesson course, join Josie as she talks about finding an incredible flow
with your art making habit and rituals.  She discusses how to arrange your
studio, your time and your mindset.

Unlocking Your Artistic Process

The process of creation consists of 4 distinct phases: research, skill
development, iteration, and showing your work (if you wish). Josie explains
how to move smoothly from one phase to the next, and not get stuck
anywhere!

Refining your unique voice

Everyone has a unique voice, it just takes a lot of art time for it to emerge.  If
you are interested in developing your own personal language and individual
expression, this is the course for you!  

The following 3 courses are exclusives from Josie’s Art & Business membership, Art
Revenue Coaching. Though you may be making art entirely for pleasure, these
courses unpack and explain the art making journey in a way that will help both
professional and amateur artists.

JOIN AHA

http://www.josielewis.com/aha

